
Football Advisory 
 

11AA and 11A 
1. Schedule 

a. all teams play all conference opponents so have a true conference champion (Mandan plays 
Legacy, etc.).  I think the EDC A had the same issue but I don’t know what two teams didn’t play 
each other 

b. all teams play the same number of AA opponents and A opponents 
2. QRF  

a. Eliminate use of using head to head if not within the QRF error margin.  If strength of schedule is 
that far apart even if head to head would the record be the same if strength of schedule was 
more even? 

b. Know the QRF formula or would like to use a know formula such as SD power points. 
11B 

1. Changing the language so a jamboree can count as 1 game. 
2. Number of players able to dress in the playoffs 
3. Official voting 

9B 

1. Some coaches, roughly half the regions, were not in favor of the Success Factor.  Cavalier was bent out of 
shape. They claimed # of kids, lack of money for jerseys.  Mainly upset that they were forced up.  

2. Wanting the NDHSAA to send out a survey, be blunt, be clear and concise about their feelings on the 
Success Factor.   

3. What are the possibilities of 2, 9-Man divisions? Questions about how it would look, etc... it was 
mentioned that SD does this. 

4. Coach Sola from May-Port said that the GF Reffing Assoc. is low on numbers, and have had to pull people 
out of retirement, that maybe can't get around as well as they once could.  Brought up the fact that if it's 
mutually agreeable between teams that the Umpire and the White hat switch.  Said that MN allows this. 

5. Nate Nelson brought up the seeding of Region Champions for the playoffs.  Mainly because there is not as 
much crossover between regions, like there is with BB and VB, and lack of time to watch film on everyone. 
Wondering if we go back to the Odd/Even Region host by years? 

6. Start time date is also an issue, especially out west.  There is no reason for kids that help on the farm, to 
start practice on the 3rd or 4th of August.  It's not very good.  Numbers would improve for many teams if 
the start date was later.  It shouldn't affect the fall/winter crossover if the season extended past Vet's 
Day.   

7. When does 9-Man get the late State Championship game?  Small towns would shut down and bring 
people to the Fargodome.  Another possibility was using two days to do the Championship games. 

Other 

1. Sideline ipad use 
2. Replay in quarters and semis 

 


